Environmental Art
A mood board of what inspired—and what’s sold at—the Conservatory reveals
that it’s all about the experience of being there first, buying later.
As you approach the foyer of the
Conservatory—the brand-new
store in the center of the emerging Manhattan
neighborhood known as Hudson Yards—
you have the sensation of time-traveling to a
world that’s part nineteenth-century botanicalgarden atrium, part mid-century hotel lobby.
Where you’re really headed, though, is to
the future of retail—which is fast becoming as
centered on community as it is on commerce.
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“I think about it every minute,” says
Brian Bolke, the Conservatory’s
mastermind, and what he thinks about
is changing our understanding of what
shopping is. Before taking on Hudson
Yards, Bolke spent a few decades in retail in
Texas as the founder of Forty Five Ten
and, before that, of a Dallas flower store.
At the Conservatory, a palpable
environment of green plants FA S H I O N > 9 7

THE SHAPE OF
THINGS TO COME
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
A 1995 VOGUE SPREAD
SHOT BY STEVEN MEISEL;
NEW YORK’S HUDSON YARDS;
DAVID BOWIE AND IMAN,
PHOTOGRAPHED BY RON
GALELLA; AN IRENE NEUWIRTH
CRYSTAL NECKLACE
(IRENENEUWIRTH.COM); A
BOUQUET BY LEWIS MILLER
DESIGN; THE EAMES LA CHAISE
CHAIR; THE INTERIOR OF NAPA
VALLEY’S PROMONTORY WINERY.

ST EV E N ME I S EL , VOGU E, 19 9 5 ; HU DSON YA R DS : RE ND ER I NG COURT ESY OF REL ATED/OXFORD;
BOW I E A N D I MA N : P HOTOG RA P H BY RON GA LE LLA . COURTESY O F STA L EY-W I SE GALLERY,
N EW YO RK; FRA ME , SUBJUG/G E TT YI MAG ES NECKLACE : JOSE P HI N E SC HI ELE ; FLOWERS: DON
F REE MA N/ LEW I S MI LL ER D ESI G N; CH A IR : COU RT ESY OF DES I G N W IT HI N REAC H; PROMONTORY:
GINA GAILLE FROM LUXNAPA.COM. TAPE: FLAS100/SHUTTERSTOCK. DETAILS, SEE IN THIS ISSUE.
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and flowers—designed by New York’s reigning floral
impresario, Lewis Miller—greets visitors and replaces
the usual store windows. “People are not going to
expect it,” Bolke said, touring the space recently.
Though there are plenty of familiar stores elsewhere
in Hudson Yards (the city’s first Neiman Marcus, a new
Forty Five Ten, Stuart Weitzman, a two-story H&M),
all connected to the High Line and the new Equinox
Hotel, when you pass through the Conservatory’s
entrance you’ll enter a space that you might first
confuse for a branch of the Staley-Wise Gallery, which
has curated a selection of Ron Galella photos from the
seventies and eighties for the space. You’ll see crystal
jewelry by Irene Neuwirth and ocean-inspired Dezso
jewelry by Sara Beltrán; there’s also a meditation
space, operated by Bastide. The centerpiece, though,
will be a restaurant where customers sit in Eames
chairs, surrounded by Knoll wall coverings and Pacific
Northwest plantings, with culinary accessories from
Finesse, Thomas Keller’s line (some of the food is
by Keller as well). All of it, of course—from items to
experiences to the food—is for sale.
As for the fashion: Forget racks; forget stacks.
Designer pieces, from regenerated Stella McCartney
cashmere to Jil Sander shirting, have been edited
and commingled, yes. But
here’s the catch: You can’t
What the
actually buy anything at
the Conservatory in the
Conservatory
traditional sense. Instead,
represents is a
an “adviser” will—after
answering any questions
sea change,
about sizing or, really,
a true tipping
anything else—register
point, for retail you on the Conservatory’s
website. Once you’re on the
site, the magic of coding
connects your shopping cart directly to the brands
whose pieces you have just seen, touched, and tried on.
Once purchased, the pieces are sent to you at home or,
if you prefer, to the Conservatory for later pickup, sans
the scourge of cardboard boxes. (You cannot, however,
simply buy from the site without visiting the store first.)
What this represents is a sea change, a true tipping
point, for retail. Without racks of inventory to
manage, Bolke is free to focus on the sort of immersive
experience that seems to ask you what you want
instead of telling you, to lead you instead of push you.
He takes his cues from the past, working to create the
feeling of intimate luxury in the old Takashimaya on
Fifth Avenue or the casual, almost familial sense of the
early days of Barneys New York. (It’s an admittedly
shifting vista: Every three months, the Conservatory
space will be redesigned, reconfigured, reimagined.)
Bolke’s “aha” moment in all of this? “Service went
away,” he says. “And while wherever you shop may
feel very Zen and chic, if you have an informed and
actually friendly person who greets you? That’s what’s
going to make you want to go.”—ROBERT SULLIVAN

Counting the Numbers
Forty Five Ten is a nineteen-year-old Dallas
boutique that sells the likes of Christopher Kane,
Eckhaus Latta, and Proenza Schouler, and Kristen Cole—
its president and chief creative officer—is its breath of fresh air.
Cole, the founder of L.A.’s Tenoversix, has ambitiously set out
to expand Forty Five Ten’s footprint: In addition to branches
in Aspen and Napa, a Miami location focusing on emerging
designers opened shortly after she took the reins a year ago.
This month, she christens its new space at Manhattan’s Hudson
Yards, featuring all of Forty Five Ten’s retail arms, including
women’s, men’s, emerging designers, and curated vintage.
At a Chinatown restaurant called Juku, Cole snacks on a shiso
leaf, a sole old Céline earring glinting in her left lobe beneath
a casual bun of blonde hair. It seems apparent that the secret
to her success—particularly in an age where brick-and-mortar
shopping has been facing a kind of existential challenge—
is confident eccentricity. (Sarah Andelman had this quality, too,
with her now-shuttered Parisian boutique Colette.)
As in Dallas, much of the draw of the new Forty Five Ten
promises to be through art and architecture. “We try to present
fashion in the context of art,” Cole says. The house collection
includes works from such names as Tracey Emin, Jose Davila,
Catherine Opie, Juergen Teller, and Katherine Bernhardt,
all of whose pieces will be displayed on rotation in New York.
The store’s facades at Hudson Yards, meanwhile, were done
by the firm Snarkitecture. (That’s Snarkitecture’s Ben Porto,
with artist Caitlin Keogh and designer Katie Stout, flanking
Cole, in a green top, ABOVE.)
What else sets Forty Five Ten apart? For one thing, variety:
There’s an energy and an exuberance to the emporium’s edit
and layout. (Be on the lookout for
exclusive pieces as well, from Batsheva
TABLE SETTING
dresses to Rosie Assoulin pantsuits.)
FROM LEFT: DESIGNER
KATIE STOUT, KRISTEN
After all, Cole says, “shopping in a store
COLE, ARTIST CAITLIN
is escapist. It’s a moment to leave the
KEOGH, AND ARCHITECT
BEN PORTO. GROOMING,
‘real world’ for a few minutes. If we can
ERIN ANDERSON.
carry that and amplify it—well, that’s
PHOTOGRAPHED BY
what makes this exciting.”—NICK REMSEN
COREY TENOLD.
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